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BEST PRACTICES FOR VIDEO DIRECTORS
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The Machinima programming team
spent an entire year extensively studying
video performance on our channels.
We asked ourselves,

“What makes a viewer want
to watch a video?”
We arrived at a simple list of four elements that viewers prioritize when deciding if they want to watch a video.
They are, in order of importance:

Thumbnail
Title
Subject (what the video is
about—a news story, video
game, etc.)
Content (what the video
actually contains)

Here is an example to illustrate the difference between subject and content:

The subject of this video is the game Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy XIII. The content is a Let’s
Play with Two Best Friends’.

The following pages illustrate the tools you can use to help increase your clicks and views. Remember:
The better your views are—and the more successful your show is—the more money your content is worth!
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THUMBNAILS
The #1 thing that convinces someone to click on your video
The first visual representation that a viewer sees
Acts as a billboard of your video

SHOW
YOUR FACE

BE A TEASE

CHANGE IT UP

Advertise the subject of
your video without
giving everything away.

Use consistent branding
elements, but add variety
so viewers can quickly
differentiate from
episode to episode.

If you have a
personality-driven show,
incorporate your face
into the thumbnails.

get
graphic

make
it easy

Make it clear, colorful,
and simple. Less is more!

Screenshots or photos
can be cluttered and
confusing. Try using
simple, targeted graphics
directly related to the
content.

Use minimal text and
bold, strong fonts that
are easy to read.

don’t
repeat

scale
it down

The thumbnail should
complement the title
without repeating it
verbatim. Try using
alternative language,
or even no words at all!

Make sure the
thumbnail will read at
even the smallest size
on YouTube. As a test,
shrink it down to 120
pixels wide; if it’s
unclear, make your
text larger and your
images simpler.

go minimal
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GOOD THUMBNAILS
Remember to get permission before using
any third-party images and logos!

Clear image; recognizable
characters; minimal text

Easily readable font;
recognizable logo; clear subject

Recognizable logo;
subject tease

Recognizable face; thumbnail
text complements video title

bad THUMBNAILS

Background image unclear;
text hard to read

Text too small; letterbox wastes
real estate; image unclear

Too similar from episode to episode; text too small
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METADATA &
KEYWORDS

Research the words and phrases you
use in your titles, descriptions and
tags. The more popular your
keywords, the more effective they’ll
be in getting eyes on your videos.

Google Trends and YouTube’s Keyword
Tool allow you to enter words or phrases
and find out how they trend in YouTube’s
search engine. They’ll also give you ideas
for alternative or additional keywords.

For example, you might search “GTA 5,”
“GTAV,” “Grand Theft Auto,” or other
combinations to learn the best way to phrase
the title. (Hint: It’s “GTA 5” by a long shot!)

YouTube Keyword Tool

You might also try entering sample terms in
YouTube’s search field to see how it autopopulates.

YouTube Search
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TITLES
WHAT IT’s
ALL ABOUT

USE YOUR
(KEY)WORDS

The title of your video should give an insight
as to its subject, enticing the viewer to click.

Be sure to use effective keywords! Titles are
the most important factor in maximizing your
search results on YouTube.

ORDER
MATTERS

TAILOR
THE TITLE

Only the first 40-60 characters show up across
the various Youtube platforms, so don’t waste
valuable real estate with a lot of season/episode
numbers or dates. Start with the most descriptive,
relevant keywords, and put your show branding
toward the end.
Good: “NEW Nintendo Console?!? - Inside
Gaming Daily”
Bad: “Bro Team Pill, Season 2, Episode 14”

With narrative content, the title shown in the
video doesn’t have to be the display title
you use on YouTube.

REEL
’EM IN

READY?
ENGAGE

Controversial or clickbait titles can be
very effective!
More exciting: “CoD Killer!? Titanfall Review!”
Less exciting: “Titanfall Review”

Engage viewers with questions or
bold statements.
“Obama Plays GTA 5!?”
“PS4 vs. XBox One: Which Console Wins?!”

WHAT’S
YOUR TYPE?

GET
EXCITED

Add the content type in parentheses.
“Watch Dogs (Live Action Fan Film)”
“NEW GAME RELEASE! - Dump
Master 3 (Parody)”

Use caps & punctuation freely to stress
keywords and add excitement.
“40 More STAR WARS Movies??? – ETC”
“HARRY POTTER in GTA 4! Mod Gameplay!”

Example: Your video title card says,
“Mortal Kombat: Beyond the Mask,” but
“Scorpion vs. Raiden” may be a more
click-worthy title. “Mortal Kombat:
Scorpion vs. Raiden” is better than both.
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GOOD TITLES
DO use bold,
engaging questions
and caps; put
keywords first and
branding last.

DO put
keywords
first and list
the content
type in
parentheses.

BAD TITLES
DON’T put show branding first
or make your title too long.

DON’T use the
same exact
wording across all
episodes.
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tags
LESS
IS MORE

The fewer tags you
use, the more
valuable each one
will be. Limit to
10-20 tags.

break it
down

copy &
paste

top
five

and
i quote

Apply tags that distill
the most important
video topics,
characters, talent
names, etc.

The first five tags
matter the most, so
begin with terms
that Google Trend
the highest.

Include some
standard tags to be
applied across all
of the videos in the
series.

Use quotation
marks to convey
multi-word tags
(e.g., “Call of Duty”).

STAY
RELEVANT
Use tags that are directly relevant to your video.
Don’t try to cheat the system by adding popular
but unrelated keywords; use of unrelated
keywords is a violation of YouTube’s Terms of
Service and may result in the removal of your
video.
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DESCRIPTIONS
1.

PROMOTE		
Start by promoting another video from your
channel. If possible, link to a video within a
playlist, rather than to a regular watch page.

2. DESCRIBE		
Follow with a brief description of the content
to let viewers know what they’re about 		
to see.
3. ENTERTAIN		
Make your description enticing and 		
entertaining! Feel free to include inside 		
jokes, easter eggs, or further context—		
anything to motivate viewers to read 		
your descriptions.
4. LINK		
Add links to subscribe, related videos, 		
playlists, etc.

DO start with a promotional link and follow with
a brief video description.

DON’T just repeat the title; provide a brief
synopsis of the show.

DO include experience-enhancing links.

DO link to other playlists.
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PREROLL
DO NOT use a pre-roll to promote
your channel.
We lose 6-15% of views/retention
from people clicking out of
pre-rolls.
Even the Machinima network ID
has been shortened—or removed,
in many cases.

POSTROLL
DO use end card annotations.
Link to a previous episode;
include 15 seconds of that video
in the end card.
Add a subscribe annotation, as
well as links to other videos,
playlists, your director channel,
and your social media pages.

Ten FTW end card annotating to previous episodes, director channel, and social sites
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ENGAGEMENT
Engaging your
audience
consistently can
make the difference
between a viewer
and a loyal fan.

CALLS TO ACTION
Engage your viewers with calls-to-action within the video.
At an appropriate moment, ask the viewers to like, 		
comment, favorite, and/or subscribe.
Initiate a conversation with your audience. When 		
inviting viewers to comment, try posing a specific 		
question. Example: “Which console do YOU think is 		
the best? Let us know in the comments!”
YOUTUBE COMMENTS
Post and respond in the comments section, and show that
you care about your video and your fans! Be sure you’re
logged in as your director channel so it’s clearly coming
from you.
SOCIAL MEDIA
Promote videos via your Twitter, Facebook, and other
social media accounts, as well as on your
director channel.
JTMachinima engages fans
in the comments section.
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CHECK
(Y)OUR
WORK

Let us know if you find an error...

Wrong link
Check
Spelling
Missing
Credit
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